My mentor Professor Mauro Bartolo

It was 1983 when, during the opening of the monographic work Prophylaxis and therapy of arteriosclerosis written by Professor Mauro Bartolo, head of the Angiology Division of the San Camillo Hospital of Rome, I was struck by his introduction, an old adage: It is in walls that doors are mounted, and by his final remark, when he mentioned the many griefs he experienced in life whenever I wanted to defend the interests of vascular patients, always suspected, and sometimes openly accused, of personal interest in promoting such a topic…

A man, a doctor to meet.

When we first met, he did not fail to convey his passion for Angiology to me and the sincere pleasure of meeting a young doctor who had decided to become an angiologist, without really knowing the meaning of that word, and an immediate feeling of rapport between us filled the room.

I instinctively understood that the charm of the Master went beyond his medical culture. In fact, while he was speaking with me quickly, he drew something behind a piece of cardboard he had casually found on his busy desk, a peculiar female face, that he then gave to me and which I still jealously preserve today. He was an artist who exhibited paintings in important art galleries and who was interested in interior architecture, but also a writer of novels and his work was sown in me.

I began to attend the Department of Angiology daily, meanwhile increasingly crowded by students, a step behind the Master in sign of respect, but close enough to steal his medical art at the patient’s bed with increasing admiration.

In the pocket of my coat I always had a Pocket-Doppler or, as the Master called it, the angiologist’s phonendoscope, with which he studied chronic venous insufficiency through the bloodless measurement of venous pressures (in normal subjects, mean standing pressure levels are below 60 mmHg. In varicose veins, average orthostatic pressures are 90-96 mmHg in deep and superficial veins, respectively. In the post-phlebitic syndrome, mean values are about 100 mmHg) and more... just think of patients with arterial diseases.

The Master taught his immense knowledge to his students with communicative ease and without secrets, by ironically alternating medical phrases and phrases in Latin... and I was more and more fascinated. In the Roman school of angiology all the students, who also came from other Italian regions, learned clinical notions from the Master and, thanks to his team of highly qualified angiologists, the use of CW Doppler and then of Doppler ultrasonography.

Let us remember how angiology was made independent by Professor Mauro Bartolo with the wise, ironic style with which he used to deal with great medical issues.

Aware that angiology belonged to the culture of internal medicine, he believed it had the right to become a culturally autonomous subject. It was also due to his unceasing commitment and profound experience that angiology divisions and services first appeared in Rome, the elective seat of angiological knowledge, as the Roman school proved, and then on the rest of the national territory.

I would also like to recall how Professor Mauro Bartolo was a precursor to Italian lymphology, together with Professor Annarita Todini, a smart person with a vast scientific curiosity and moral rigor, when in the 80’s they hospitalized lymphologic patients for diagnostic investigation and subsequent physiotherapy treatment. Lymphology was another lightning strike, after the one for my mentor. An interest that grew over the years and became a passion nourished by the scientific curiosity he had sown in me.

Professor Mauro Bartolo was no longer with us, but lives in every daily angiological gesture of us students who remember him for the enthusiasm, the rigor, the scientific curiosity, the ease and generosity of his scientific communication.

We also remember his motto Let us serve Angiology, not us Angiology.

I thank my mentor for illuminating me with his knowledge and helping me in difficult times, both during specialist training and in human growth.
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